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You were waiting at the edge of the block.
I turned the corner, but never arrived.

Formulations for an Intersectional Derive: An Immanent
Critique of the Babel Manifesto
If it were not for the Babel Manifesto drop last week, I dare say many us
fellow students would have entered into the new semester in a rather
droll and unnoteworthy daze [ed/ I know I did]. The pseudonymous
author Death Valley 1975’s work certainly drew a number of collective
gasps from my various circles of associates (an affective
psycho-stimulation!) Their astute analysis of our increasingly automated
and commodified lives was, however, mired by an utter lack of
engagement with what seemed so clearly the focus of their work—the
construction of the situation.
I have found a troubling tendency in certain autonomous/post-left groups
to treat ontology as a universal, despite its phenomenological origins.
Thus, while I agree that “before either the self or the other, there [is] . . .
the situation,” (thesis viii) I would append: “and before the situation there
is ideology and the mode of production. Thus, the capacity of each and
every student to construct new and radical situations, is dependent upon
their position in the discursive matrix: i.e. their (actual and presumed)
class, race, gender, sexuality, ability, and so forth.”
In other words, I am

accusing Death Valley 1975 of being
a privileged bourgeois fuck, utterly disconnected from the

material struggles of lesser off students who are (to varying degrees) in
lack of money and time. For whenever a phrase such as “ontological
anarchy” (thesis xi) arises, we must always ask, ontological anarchy for
whom? The artist with enough ink and time to print out a hundred
booklets and distribute them across campus?
Let us consider student life at the University of Otago. A few decades back
papers were year long, externally-assessed and free. Then management
introduced semesters, internals, course fees; then they shortened exam
week and mid-semester break; then they took away mental health
support for international students (who pay four times as much as locals)
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[ed/ hope you enjoy “certified referrals” to “external services”—and
bankrupting your parents].
We must also consider
WHO OWNS THE HOUSING

WHO OWNS THE HOUSING

WHO OWNS THE HOUSING
THE KITCHEN SINK FALLS // CRASH! BANG! // THE ROTTEN
WOOD RUNS
MOULD! MOULD!
THE WIND AND DAMP AND GREED AND GREED AND BRICK
AND BONE AND

PROPERTY OWNERS!
HELL HELL // HELL HELL
O’ER THE TABLES OF CORPORATE MANAGERS LANDLORDS
BREAK BREAD WITH HEDGE FUND FUCKERS WHILST NZ
FIRST BLAMES FOREIGN INVESTORS // ALWAYS COLOURED!
COLOURED!
BRITISH IMMIGRANTS

LET THEM IN
THE WEALTH THE MONEY THE SKIN THE SKIN
THE ALT-RIGHT STRIDES THE DEVIL WHITE

AND ALL IS HELL IS HELL
—Bomtasticus Bombatious
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Do you remember the day we left?

blood over digital reveries,
or, your spectacular
science is a fucking scam
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the big drill goes bwam bwam! ten thousand mice rot under the
auspice of futurity, a cybernetic society cured of everything but vile
humanism. futurity lets the present die, perfects a society those
slaughtered under the present regime will never see. humanism is a
speciesism, the anthropocentric conclusion to the holocaust, a
perfect differend encapsulated in violence towards non-humans.
human supremacy reigns when the question of ‘why can’t they
talk?’ masks over ‘why can’t we understand their speech?’ our own
wretched ignorance stifled from a truly rational present—one free of
instrumentality. under the current neoliberal regime, no life is
sacred, for all lives are envisioned under the global doctrines of
western imperialist functionaries, the roundtable administration
that cuts every service but those serving their own skins. half a
million in the bank, closed loop of ethical consideration, diluted
down to a fucking line stretched between comfort and discomfort.
non-human animals bred to die so some fucker’s uncle can survive
palsy and rejoin the police force and spew racist slander against
maori and pasifika peoples. science saves nothing but its own face;
what once was revolutionary has become an ideological bastion
incapable of critiquing itself, for life under global capitalism leaves
no time to think, and in this weary and dulled existence, research is
rushed unto tautological madness. progress is reposting a fucking
picture of ferguson whilst doing nothing about the injustices
surrounding you. progress is reified into spectacular exchange, a
social gambit void of ethical responsibility, of embodied encounters
and situations. in the rush of papers, semesters, a totally
administered, yet freely fluctuating, existence, there is no time, but
irregardless, we make no time, for in the wake of day’s end, our
fallout is that of the imaginary; injustices elsewhere, the loop of
communicative capitalism, the free floating symbolic exchange of
the digital, photos transfigured into fetishes, and human subjects
into the totally dominated. —the negation of the negation negated
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It was the end of Summer.
It always is.

Free from it, drawn towards it, there is no other…
It’s an insane thing you’re doing.
More functionally human-than-ever when insane..
The cycle, the cycle!
Round and round in the treacle barrel.
The salt, the grease!
Let it run like tears from your sockets and blood from your hands
The trap instigates itself.
To remain institutionalized is to love the other people on the bottom tare.s
The love, the salt, the grease!
All that can be known is the passion-terror streaming-out-from-under the
dead(weigh..t)
And so we continue.
For the love our teachers, our classmates, our co-worker…s
The pursuit of knowledge is dead, and we have killed it.
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I reached for your face and found
nothing but the surface of a mirror.
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It stopped raining weeks ago, but the
gutters keep overflowing.
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Narcissus; I Make Me Puke!
SCENE 4
[ONE and ANOTHER recline on
chairs with as much flaccidity as
possible]

SCENE 1
[TIRED and GORGON in winter
clothing drag their feet, they see a
threshing machine and look excited]

TRISTE:

Where did you go?

TIRED:

SOLACE:

I’m sorry

GORGON:

TRISTE:

Where did you go?

[The two kiss passionately but
briefly]

SOLACE:

I’m sorry
TIRED:

TRISTE:

Oh boy!

It’s too much

Where did you go?
GORGON:

SOLACE:

We’ve gone too far

I’m sorry

TRISTE:

Where did I go?

SOLACE:

I’m sorry

TRISTE:

I hurt

SOLACE:

Oh boy!

[TIRED scratches their back on the
threshing machine and it turns on,
GORGON upon hearing this starts
dipping their foot in the thresher and
giggling]

Be violent with me

[TRISTE springs out of chair, stands
rigid for a moment and flings chair
into the chair of SOLACE, SOLACE
falls off chair and lies flaccid with
eyes open, TRISTE falls to knees
and slams their fists into the ground
and wails]

GORGON: Come on, it feels great!
The fact of the matter is, it’s all
about taste! Smoother, rounder,
fully packed!
TIRED:

Lucky!

BOTH: [chanting] Our bodies
swell and disfigure but the face
remains familiar!
— Der Kritiker
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This is the passing.
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AGAINST NEOLIBERALISM, NEOIMPERIALISM,
NEOFASCISM, WHITE SUPREMACY, HUMAN
SUPREMACY, HETEROPATRIARCHY,

ANDROCENTRISM, PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSIVE,
PRIVATE PROPERTY, COMMODITY FETISHISM,
CONSUMERISM, BUREAUCRACY,

HIERARCHICAL POWER, MILITARISM, STATE

VIOLENCE, PUNITIVE JUSTICE, REFORMISM,
IN ST RUM E NT AL RA TI ON AL ITY , AN D ALL

OTHER NORMS THAT RENDER OUR SOCIETY
VAPID, PSYCHOTIC AND DESPICABLE.
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